Abstract-Electron-beam maskless lithography is being actively explored by the semiconductor industry for chip production in the sub-22 nm regime. Character projection allows in one e-beam shot the printing of complex pattern rather than merely a single rectangle or triangle as in variable-shaped beam projection. However, those circuit patterns that do not match any character on the stencil still have to be written by variable-shaped beam projection. We investigate a new problem of character and stencil co-optimization with blank space sharing between characters so as to minimize the total number of shots required for printing a circuit. We exploit the fact that the blank spaces on the sides of a character can be adjusted by moving the pattern to be printed within its projection region to facilitate blank space sharing so as to pack more characters into the stencil. Even though the co-optimization problem is shown to be NP-complete, we are able to design an elegant approximation algorithm, CASCO. Experiments confirm that the solutions by CASCO are nearly optimal. Compared to the published state-of-the-art, CASCO reduces the shot count by 1.59 times, while it is also orders of magnitude faster.
I. Introduction
T O EXTEND Moore's law, different solutions like extensions of 193 immersion with multiple patterning, extreme ultraviolet (EUV) lithography, directed self-assembly (DSA), nanoimprint, and electron beam (e-beam) lithography [1] - [3] are being explored by the semiconductor industry. E-beam lithography directly shoots e-beams onto a wafer to define nanometer structures of a circuit. E-beam lithography has several advantages. Compared to optical lithography, it has very high resolution and has no depth of focus problem. In addition, e-beam direct write avoids the ever-rising mask costs. But the key issue with e-beam direct write is the time it takes to write a wafer.
The throughput of an e-beam writing system using the traditional variable-shaped beam (VSB) method [4] is very low. In the VSB method, the patterns to be printed are divided into constituent rectangles and triangles as in Fig. 1(a) , and each of which is shot onto the wafer sequentially. So the method of character projection (CP) as shown in Fig. 2 has been introduced to improve the throughput of e-beam lithography [5] . In CP, a character represents some complex pattern within an area of several square microns that can be projected in just one shot [as in Fig. 1(b) ]. A collection of characters corresponding to some frequently utilized patterns are implemented in a stencil. For a given layout, any pattern corresponding to a character in the stencil can be printed in one shot. Remaining patterns that do not match any character would be printed by VSB. Since character projection can significantly reduce the shot count, which is directly proportional to the writing time, the throughput of e-beam writing system can be significantly improved. Besides, the throughput of shooting a wafer can be further increased by employing a multibeam system [1] , [2] . In conventional stencil design, characters are placed in a regular 2-D array on the stencil as shown in Fig. 3 . An e-beam writing system uses electrostatic deflection (Fig. 2) to switch between characters on the stencil instantaneously 0278-0070 c 2014 IEEE. Personal use is permitted, but republication/redistribution requires IEEE permission.
See http://www.ieee.org/publications standards/publications/rights/index.html. for more information. without any physical movement of the stencil, which would require recalibration and take orders of minutes. The maximum size of a stencil is constrained to maintain the accuracy of e-beam deflection. This limits the number of characters that can be put on a stencil. Stencil design for the front-end-of-line layers of standard cell-based devices are considered in [6] - [9] . Character and/or stencil design for interconnect layers and via layers are addressed in [8] - [11] .
When an e-beam is projected onto the stencil, it covers a region which we call the projection region (Fig. 2) . The size of the projection region, which is determined by the shaping aperture, should be larger than the bounding box of the pattern in a character. Since character patterns vary greatly, a character is usually surrounded by considerable blank spaces on its four sides in its enclosing projection region. To pack more characters onto a stencil, Yoshida et al. [12] and Fujimura [13] pointed out that one can overlap the blank spaces of neighboring projection regions as illustrated in Fig. 4 .
The problem formulation in Yuan et al. [8] and Yu et al. [9] assumed that for each character, the location of the pattern to be printed within its projection region was arbitrarily set. They made no attempt to adjust the location of the pattern. We want to point out that the character projection systems actually allow the pattern of a character to be located anywhere within its enclosing projection region as long as they are not too close to the boundary. 1 Hence, we propose a new 1 Previous works on character design like [10] and [11] simply assume that a pattern has to be within its enclosing projection region, but in Section II, we point out that a safety margin must be left in practice. problem of character and stencil co-optimization with blank space sharing for a cell-based chip in which we exploit this flexibility to co-optimize the character and stencil design. Our main contributions are summarized as follows.
1) We point out that there is a degree of freedom in packed stencil design, which was overlooked in previous publications. By exploiting the flexibility of placing the pattern of a character almost anywhere within its enclosing projection region, more characters can be packed and the throughput of e-beam writing can be improved. 2) We formulate a new character and stencil cooptimization problem to make optimal use of a stencil. 3) We show that character and stencil co-optimization is NP-complete. 4) We design a very efficient approximation algorithm CASCO for character and stencil co-optimization that produces near optimal results. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we formally define our character and stencil co-optimization problem. In Section III-A, we prove that the problem is NP-complete. In Section III-B, we introduce the notion of tight packing and derive some interesting properties which serve as the basis for solving the character and stencil cooptimization problem nearly optimally. In Section IV, we present our algorithm CASCO and show its performance bound. Experimental comparisons are reported in Section V. Finally, a conclusion is given in Section VI.
II. Preliminaries and Problem Formulation
It is easy to see that each time an e-beam is shot through the shaping aperture onto the stencil (Fig. 2) , it will only cover a certain region on the stencil. As pointed out in [12] , in practice there could be some stray or scattered electrons from the e-beam shaped by the shaping aperture. In Fig. 5 , we use the dotted boundary to represent the projection region boundary after accounting for stray electrons. The effective printing region is the area where the e-beam from the shaping aperture is supposed to cover ideally. The area outside the effective printing region but within the dotted boundary is the area where some stray electrons may reach. The required safety margin depends on the degree and amount of anticipated scattering and straying of electrons of the e-beam passing through the shaping aperture [12] . In order to print characters on the wafer with no loss of accuracy, the following conditions have to be satisfied. First, the pattern of each character must lie within the effective printing region. Second, the pattern of any character A cannot overlap with the projection region of another character B. Otherwise, partial image of character A would be printed erroneously when printing character B. However, the blank space of two neighboring characters may overlap as in the example of Fig. 4(b) .
We notice that as long as the two conditions above are satisfied, the e-beam writing system can print any character with the pattern located anywhere within its effective printing region. We show by an example in Fig. 6 that this flexibility can be exploited to increase the number of characters packed in a stencil. Fig. 6 (a) shows three characters A to C, and the available character area of a stencil. Note that the blank spaces in the three characters are quite different because the widths of the three patterns are different. The approach in [8] would try to pack them all into the available character area by heuristically maximizing the amount of shared blank space between neighboring projection regions. However, even though the stencil design in Fig. 6 (b) would maximize blank space sharing, the total required width would still exceed that of the stencil. So only two characters A and C can be packed into the stencil. On the other hand, if we relocate the character patterns within their effective printing regions as in Fig. 6(c) , all three characters can be packed onto the stencil as shown in Fig. 6(d) . Note that it is not a problem for the blank space of a projection region to lie outside of the available character area of the stencil [12] since it is easy to filter out the part of the beam that falls outside the stencil.
In this paper, we assume that a set of character patterns is given. We also assume that standard cells are implemented by the characters and all standard cells are of the same height. Hence, the heights of the character pattern for different characters are equal. However, the widths of the character patterns are largely different. Selected characters are arranged in a row-based manner on a stencil. To minimize the wastage of interrow blank space, a character pattern is placed within its projection region such that the top blank space and the bottom blank space are equal. In this way, the bottom blank space of a row of characters can completely overlap with the top blank space of the row of characters below as in Fig. 7 . As a result, the number of rows that can fit into a stencil is fixed.
We introduce our notations and define the character and stencil co-optimization problem below.
1) E denotes the width of the projection region for an e-beam shot. 2) S denotes the safety margin from the effective printing region to the projection region boundary for an e-beam shot. 3) W denotes the width of the available character area of the stencil. 4) R denotes the number of character rows that can fit in the stencil. 5) w c denotes the width of the pattern of character c. For simplicity, we will refer to the width of the pattern of a character as the character width in the rest of the paper. 6) r c denotes the number of occurrence of character c in a circuit. 7) n VSB c denotes the number of e-beam shots required to print character c by the VSB method.
Definition 1 (Character and Stencil Co-optimization):
Given the values of E, S, W, and R for an e-beam writing system, and a set of character patterns extracted for a circuit with the values of w c , r c , and n VSB c for each character c, select a subset of character patterns and place them on the stencil in a row-based manner to maximize the shot saving with character projection for printing the entire circuit under the following constraints.
1) The pattern of each character must lie within the effective printing region.
2) The pattern of each character cannot lie within the projection region of any other character.
3) The patterns of all characters must lie within the available character area of the stencil. We call this the character and stencil co-optimization problem since the placement location of each selected character on the stencil and the placement location of the pattern within each selected character have to be optimized simultaneously as in Fig. 6(d) . It is easy to see that for each character c, its width w c must satisfy w c ≤ E − 2S or the character pattern cannot lie within the effective printing region of an e-beam shot. So we will assume that w c ≤ E − 2S for any character c throughout the rest of the paper.
III. Single-Row Character Packing
In this section, we consider the single-row character packing (SRCP) problem, which is related to character and stencil cooptimization. The SRCP problem is shown to be NP-complete. On the other hand, we also derive some interesting theoretical results which will be used as the basis for solving the character and stencil co-optimization problem nearly optimally.
Definition 2 (SRCP): Given a set of character patterns, place them into a single row to minimize the row width subject to the constraints below.
3) The patterns of all characters must lie within the row.
A. SRCP is NP-Complete
The decision version of the SRCP problem is to determine if a set of characters can all be packed into a single row of width W.
Lemma 1: Determining if a set of characters can all be packed into a single row of width W is NP-complete. The proof of this lemma is included in the appendix.
The above lemma implies that the character and stencil co-optimization problem is also NP-complete. Consider the character and stencil co-optimization problem for a stencil with only one row. The decision version of the single-row character and stencil co-optimization problem is to determine if we can select a subset of characters from C and pack them into a row of width W to achieve a shot saving of at least n. If we take n to be c∈C r c (n VSB c − 1), then determining if we can select a subset of characters from C and pack them into a row of width W to achieve a shot saving of at least n = c∈C r c (n VSB c − 1) is equivalent to determining if all characters in C can be packed into a single row of width W. But the latter problem is NP-complete by Lemma 1. Hence, the character and stencil co-optimization problem must be NP-complete.
Corollary 1: The character and stencil co-optimization problem is NP-complete.
B. Properties and Construction of Tight Packing
Since the SRCP problem is NP-complete, it is unlikely that it can be solved optimally in polynomial time. However, we show that if one can find a tight packing, it will not be far from optimal. Moreover, we show that a tight packing of k characters can be constructed in O(k log k) time.
We assume the characters in a packing are indexed from left to right by 1, 2, 3, . . .. We call a packing tight if for any two neighboring characters i and i + 1, the right blank space of character i and the left blank space of character i + 1 are exactly equal and completely overlap. For example, Fig. 8(a) shows a tight packing of six characters and Fig. 8(b) shows a tight packing of five characters. Note that in Fig. 8 , each thick double arrow represents a distance of at least S. Hence, all character patterns are within their respective effective printing regions. Moreover, the pattern of each character is outside of the projection regions of all other characters.
It is interesting to note that the expression for the width of a tight packing depends on whether there is an even or an odd number of characters. Moreover, the width of a tight packing of an even number of characters depends on the width of the left blank space of the first character while the width of a tight packing of an odd number of characters does not. For example, the width of the tight packing in Fig. 8(a) is equal to w 2 + w 4 + w 6 + 3E − s 0 while the width of the tight packing in Fig. 8(b) is equal to w 1 + w 3 + w 5 + 2E. In general, it is not difficult to see that for a tight packing of k characters where k is even, the packing width is given by w 2 + w 4 + . . . + w k + kE/2 − s 0 where s 0 is the width of the left blank space of the first character. On the other hand, for a tight packing of k characters where k is odd, the packing width is given by
Alternatively, we may express the width of a tight packing in terms of the effective widths of its characters as shown below. The effective width of a character c is defined as (w c + E)/2.
Lemma 2: For a packing P of k characters, let W(P) denote the width of P, w i (P) denote the width of the i-th character (i = 1, 2, . . . , k), s 0 (P) denote the width of the left blank space of the first character, and s k (P) denote the width of the right blank space of the last character in P. For a tight packing P t
For an arbitrary packing P a
Proof: For a tight packing P t , the right blank space of the i-th character and the left blank space of the (i+1)-th character are exactly equal and completely overlap for i = 1, 2, . . . , k−1.
So, its width can be expressed as W(
where s i (P t ) denote the width of the right blank space of the i-th character in P t .
For each character i in P t , we have s i−1 (P t )+w i (P t )+s i (P t ) = E since its left and right blank spaces are equal to s i−1 (P t ) and
So, the width of a tight packing P t can be rewritten as
For an arbitrary packing P a , we let g i (P a ) be the width of the gap between the i-th and (i + 1)-th character patterns in P a for i = 1, 2, . . . , k − 1, and let g 0 (P a ) be s 0 (P a ) and g k (P a ) be s k (P a ). Then P a 's width can be expressed
Equation (1) tells us that the width of any tight packing P t is less than the total effective width of its characters by s 0 (P t )/2+ s k (P t )/2. In fact, we can show that the width of any tight packing is not far from optimal.
Lemma 3: Given k characters, the width of any tight packing is less than E−2S away from the minimum width packing.
Proof: Consider a tight packing P t and an optimal packing P * .
By (1) and (2), we get
Since s 0 (P * ) ≤ E−S−w 1 (P * ) and s k (P * ) ≤ E−S−w k (P * ), while s 0 (P t ) ≥ S and s k (P t ) ≥ S, it implies that Hence, the width of P t is less than E − 2S away from the width of P * . In the following, we derive the necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of a tight packing under a given character order. Subsequently, we propose some simple ways to construct a tight packing given k characters.
Lemma 4: Suppose a character order is given and w i denotes the width of the i-th character from the left. The necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of a tight packing under the given character order are After simplification and rearrangement, we can get the conditions listed in the lemma. Lemma 5: A tight packing can be constructed with any character as the first character and the remaining characters ordered in decreasing width. Proof: Note that the conditions in Lemma 4 will be satisfied if w 2 ≥ w 3 ≥ . . . ≥ w k as long as it is also true that s 0 ≥ S, E ≥ S +s 0 +w 1 , and s 0 +w 1 ≥ S +w 2 . If we set s 0 to E−S −w 1 , then s 0 ≥ S, E ≥ S + s 0 + w 1 , and s 0 + w 1 ≥ S + w 2 are all true since w 1 ≤ E − 2S and w 2 ≤ E − 2S by assumption. Hence, a tight packing can be constructed if the second to the last characters are ordered in decreasing width. Fig. 10 shows several tight packings of four characters with widths 8, 7, 5, and 2. In this example, we assume E = 10 and S = 1. In each tight packing, a different character is used as the first character and the remaining characters are ordered in decreasing width.
By Lemma 5, any character can be used as the first character to construct a tight packing. A natural question is which character should be chosen as the first character in order to minimize the packing width. We answer the question in the lemma below. In short, the character with the smallest width should be chosen as the first character. In the next section, we will apply this result in our design of the character and stencil co-optimization algorithm.
Lemma 6: Suppose the width of character c j (j = 1, 2, . . . , k) is u j and u 1 ≥ u 2 ≥ . . . ≥ u k . Let W j denote the minimum tight packing width with c j as the first character and the remaining characters ordered in decreasing width. Then,
Proof: We consider the cases for even and odd k separately since the expression for the width of a tight packing depends on whether there is an even or odd number of characters.
Case 1: k is odd. Recall that for an odd number of characters, the width of a tight packing is given by w 1 + w 3 + . . .+w k +(k −1)E/2 where w i is the width of the i-th character from the left in the packing. By definition, W j is the minimum tight packing width when the character sequence is (c j , c 1 , c 2 ,  c 3 , . . . , c j−1 , c j+1 , c j+2 , c j+3 , . . . , c k ) . So
i fj is odd
Similarly, W j+1 is the minimum tight packing width when the character sequence is (c j+1 , c 1 , c 2 , c 3 , . . . , c j , c j+2 , c j+3 ,  c j+4 , . . . , c k ). So
It implies that
Case 2: k is even. Recall that for an even number of characters, the width of a tight packing is given by w 2 + w 4 + . . .+ w k + kE/2 − s 0 where w i is the width of the i-th character from the left in the packing and s 0 is the left blank space of the first character. s 0 should be adjusted to minimize the width. Therefore, s 0 should be set to E−S −w 1 since the right blank space of the first character cannot be smaller than the safety margin S. Then, the packing width can be expressed as
By definition, W j is the minimum tight packing width when the character sequence is (c j , c 1 , c 2 , c 3 , . . . , c j−1 , c j+1 , c j+2 ,  c j+3 , . . . , c k ) . So
Similarly, W j+1 is the minimum tight packing width when the character sequence is (c j+1 , c 1 , c 2 , c 3 , . . . , c j , c j+2 , c j+3 ,  c j+4 , . . . , c k ) . So 
It implies that
W j − W j+1 = 0 i fj is odd u j − u j+1 if j is even ≥ 0. Hence, we have W 1 ≥ W 2 ≥ . . . ≥ W k again.
IV. CASCO: Algorithm for Character and Stencil
Co-optimization Here we present our main algorithm, CASCO, for character and stencil co-optimization. We want to maximize the shot saving with character projection by selecting appropriate characters, placing them properly in their effective printing regions, and packing them tightly onto a stencil.
The shot saving of printing a character c by CP instead of VSB is r c (n VSB C − 1) where r c is the number of occurrence of character c in the circuit and n VSB c is the number of e-beam shots required to print c by VSB. We define the efficiency of a character c as its shot saving per unit effective width, i.e., 2r c (n VSB C − 1)/(w c + E). Recall that the effective width of character c is (w c + E)/2.
We will utilize a simple condition for checking whether a set of characters C can be packed within a row without exceeding the stencil width W in our algorithm. Suppose
where min(C) is the minimum width character in C, then all characters in C can be packed within a row of the stencil. The above is a sufficient condition since Lemma 5 and (1) imply that there exists a tight packing of C with width no more than
as the first character and set the width of its left blank space to E − S − w min(C) . The CASCO algorithm is shown in Algorithm 1. We process each character in decreasing order of efficiency in the for loop from lines 3-12. The characters are inserted into the stencil row by row until all rows are used up. It is worthy to note that in lines 5 and 7, we simply insert a character into a row without ordering or constructing any packing for the characters in the row. But the character insertion criterion in line 4 can ensure that we will never put too many characters into a row. Only in line 13, we construct a tight packing for the characters Algorithm 1 CASCO 1: Sort all characters in decreasing order of efficiency; 2: j = 1; 3: for each character x in sorted order do 4: if x can be inserted into row j according to Equation (3) then 5: Insert x into row j; 6: else if j < R then 7: Insert x into row j + 1;
else 10: break; 11: end if 12: end for 13: For each row, construct a tight packing by putting its minimum width character f first and then other characters in decreasing width, and setting the left blank space of f to E − S − w f ; 14: for each row j do 15: Tightly pack at the end of row j an unused character with largest possible shot saving without exceeding the stencil width, if possible; 16: end for inserted into each row according to Lemma 5 with the row's minimum width character as its first character as suggested by Lemma 6. The final for loop from lines 14-16 attempts to greedily pack one extra character to the end of each row to increase the shot saving.
Our next lemma shows a performance guarantee of CASCO.
Lemma 7:
The shot saving by CASCO is more than (W − w max )/(W + E − S − w min ) of the optimal, where w max and w min are the maximum width and minimum width over all characters, respectively.
Proof: To prove our lemma, we first show that for any optimal solution, the total effective width of all characters cannot exceed R(W +E −S −w min ). Second, we argue that the total effective width of all characters picked by CASCO upon exiting the for loop at line 12 already exceeds R(W − w max ).
1) We want to show that for any optimal solution, the total effective width of all characters is no more than R(W + E − S − w min ). Suppose O * is an optimal solution. Let P * j be the packing of characters in row j of O * . By (2), W(P * j ) is at least
, where a * j is the width of the left blank space of the first character, and b * j is the width of the right blank space of the last character in P * j . Now, both a * j and b * j must be less than E − S − w min . So, W(P * j ) is at least
On the other hand, W(P * j ) must be no more than the stencil width W. Hence, [8] and E-BLOW [9] on Benchmarks from [9] the total effective width of all characters in O * is bounded by R(W + E − S − w min ).
2) We want to show that the total effective width of all characters picked by CASCO upon exiting the for loop at line 12 is more than R(W − w max ). Let C j be the set of characters in row j upon exiting the for loop at line 12 of CASCO.
We claim that for each row j,
Otherwise, assume to the contrary that
for some row j . Let c be the first character following those characters inserted into row j in the sorted list of line 1. If
Therefore, the character insertion condition in ( By parts 1 and 2 above, and the fact that all characters picked by CASCO before exiting the for loop at line 12 have higher shot saving per unit effective width than any other characters, we can conclude that the shot saving by CASCO is more than (W − w max )/(W + E − S − w min ) of the optimal.
V. Experiment Results
We have implemented our algorithm CASCO in C and tested it on a Linux server with a 2.67 GHz Intel processor and 47 GB of memory. We compare CASCO with the methods in [8] and [9] on stencil design for standard cell-based circuits. We have obtained executable code and benchmarks from the authors of [8] and [9] .
In the first experiment, benchmarks 1D-1 to 1D-4 from [9] were used. Each benchmark contains 1000 character candidates and the available area of the stencil is 1000 μm × 1000 μm. Before we can use their benchmarks, we need to define the effective printing region (or equivalently, the safety margin) of each benchmark. For each benchmark, we set the effective printing region to be the smallest value possible (i.e., the safety margin to be the biggest value possible) such that all original character patterns are still within the effective printing region. 2 In Table I , we report the values of E and S for each benchmark as well as the results of upper bound, 3 [8] , [9] , and CASCO. Columns 4, 6, 9, and 12 report the number of shots that can be saved. Columns 5, 7, 10, and 13 report the number of characters that can be packed in the stencil. 4 The runtimes of [8] , [9] , and CASCO are listed in columns 8, 11, and 14, respectively. It can be seen that CASCO achieves near optimal shot saving on all four benchmarks. Moreover, as CASCO exploits: 1) the flexibility of placing a character pattern anywhere within its enclosing effective printing region to increase the amount of blank space sharing between adjacent characters and 2) the flexibility that the blank space of a character can lie outside of the available character area of the stencil, the number of characters packed in the stencil is about 4% to 5% more than [8] and [9] . It also increases the shot saving by about 11% and 3% compared to [8] and [9] , respectively. Finally, CASCO is orders of magnitude faster than the other two methods.
Besides the four benchmarks from [9] , we created some harder benchmarks (1D-1h to 1D-4h) for more testing. We randomly generated 200 extra character candidates with characteristics similar to other character candidates into each of the original benchmarks while keeping the stencil size unchanged. The results are shown in Table II . The shot savings by CASCO are again less than 1% away from the upper bound values. Comparing the results in Table II to the results in Table I , we can observe that the solution quality of [8] degraded with Benchmarks from [9] and on Harder Benchmarks harder benchmarks while the runtime of [9] increased quickly with harder benchmarks. However, both the solution quality and runtime are very stable for CASCO irrespective of the difficulty of the benchmarks.
In Table III , we show the effectiveness of CASCO in reducing the writing time of e-beam lithography, which is proportional to the number of shots needed. For the benchmarks from [8] , the writing time of CASCO is 25.97× shorter than a system using VSB only, 2.98× shorter than that of [8] , and 1.59× shorter than that of [9] . For the harder benchmarks, the writing time of CASCO is 9.38× shorter than a system using VSB only, 2.25× shorter than that of [8] , and 1.29× shorter than that of [9] . For the harder benchmarks, inherently a smaller fraction of all characters can be put in the stencil and printed by CP, so the ratios are reduced compared to the original benchmarks.
VI. Conclusion
We have introduced a new character and stencil cooptimization problem to maximize the shot saving for the method of character projection in e-beam lithography. We have proved the NP-completeness of the problem and provided an elegant approximation algorithm CASCO to solve the problem nearly optimally and very efficiently. CASCO performs much better than the published state-of-the-art [8] and [9] mainly because it exploits the flexibility in the location of a character pattern within its effective printing region. Finally, we note that CASCO can be applied to the stencil design of a multibeam system [1] , [2] . In a multibeam system, multiple beam columns furnished with their own stencils write different regions of a wafer in parallel. The stencils for all beam columns should be exactly the same and should not be different from that of a single beam system since identical dies are manufactured on a wafer. while the distance d 2 from the left of character 2 to the right of character 2k + 2 is at least w 2 + w 4 + . . . + w 2k+2 + kE as shown in Fig. 11 . Hence, d 1 + d 2 ≥ V + 2kE. Now, the length of the packing is the distance from the left of character 1 to the right of character 2k + 2 which must be greater than both d 1 Moreover, the width of the tight packing is w 2 + w 4 + . . . + w k+2 + (2k + 2)E/2 − s 0 = V/2 + (2k + 2)E/2 − E = V/2 + kE = (V + 2kE)/2.
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